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2016 Convergence
Gold, Silver, Oil, Middle East
April 2015 - Gold & Silver remain on track for an expected
multi-year bottom in 2015, with Gold now focused on 1033-1045/GC as the primary downside target for this year. At the
same time, Crude remains negative as it fulfills overall analysis for
a sharp decline from mid-2014 (when a ~3-Year Cycle as well as
many related cycles & indicators projected a multi-year top) into
Dec. 2015/Jan. 2016… when a low is expected.

Gold is expected to see some intermediate bounces in 2015
- during the final phases of its multi-year decline - but to wait
until 2016 for a sustained advance to materialize. Crude Oil should not see new signs of strength until 1Q or 2Q
2016 (watch March/April 2016 - when several unique cycles collide).
And, as discussed for several years, long-term cycles in Syria AND Saudi Arabia converge in 2016 and should
usher in a major shake-up in the Middle East (leading into 2018--2021, when Unification Cycles project a new
Middle East Union). All of this has been addressed and will continue to be monitored on an ongoing basis. It is
possible that April 2015 provides some added precursors to a unique period in/around April 2016.
This compilation is intended to bring newer readers up to speed on some of what is expected, beginning in
2016 - which continues to be dubbed “The Golden Year’...

Outlook 2015--2017
40-Year Cycle of War & Peace
03-31-15 - The month of April 2015 provides a unique, synergistic convergence of diverse cycles ranging from intermediate (1--3 month) market cycles to an uncanny annual cycle to a 40-Year Cycle and
(Continued on page 2)
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even a 100-Year Cycle. While these larger cycles
apply to the entire year of 2015 - and should not be
pigeon-holed into just April 2015 - there are aspects of each of these cycles that come into play in
April 2015.

of the Lebensborn program in Dec. 1935 (to propogate a pure Aryan race) - at about the same time
48 tank battalions were added to the Wermacht.
Is it a stretch to consider 1935 as the onset of
what would later be known as World War II?

It is important that a reader understand the
significance and specific application/expectation of
each of these cycles… and try not to add anything
to them. Also, it is critical to resist expecting too
much from any of them individually.

At the same time, China had its own epiphany
- and a Tiananmen Square protest (not unlike the
subsequent 1989 protest) - in 1935. It triggered
their resistance against the Japanese and ultimately led to the Second Sino-Japanese War of
1937--1945… all part of World War II.

For instance, the 40-Year Cycle of War &
Peace - that applies to both America and the world
- has many key nuances that should be properly &
accurately understood. One of those is that this
cycle tends to swing from initiation to culmination
and back to initiation… at a 40-year interval.

40 years later…
April 1975 marked the culmination of the Vietnam War. 40 years later… is…
2015… and April 2015.

That is why I termed it the „40-Year Cycle of
War AND Peace‟. Although it predates America‟s
national history, let‟s focus on her for a moment…

If it is true - that this 40-Year Cycle swings
from inception to completion, that would mean that
the trigger events for new wars are seen on an 80Year Cycle (while the culmination/completion
events are seen on an alternating, overlapping 80Year Cycle).

April 1775 timed the first shot in the Revolutionary War - on April 19, 1775. 40 years later…
April 1815 marked the departure of British
forces following the War of 1812. 40 years later…

1775 - Revolutionary War

1855 witnessed lightning rod events that led
to the Civil War at the same time global events
(China, Japan & Russia) set the stage for future
conflicts.

1855 - Triggers to Civil War
1935 - Triggers to World War II
2015 - ??? (New Triggers??)

1895 reinforced the growing, global influence
of this cycle - particularly with regard to Spain &
America (over Cuba and ultimately Philippines).

Keep in mind the original events are often not
recognized for their significance until years or even
decades later. Even the first shot in the Battles of
Lexington & Concord - fired on April 19, 1775 was a relatively small battle between ~700 British
troops & ~500 militia (later expanded to about
1,700).

1935 witnessed Adolph Hitler reinstating the
Luftwaffe and re-arming Germany - in direct violation of the Treaty of Versailles. Could that have
been in preparation for anything? In May 1935,
Hitler reinstated conscription (draft) to the Wermacht (German Armed Services - formed in March
1935) - in further preparation… for something.

Though it was later (in 1837) referred to as
the „shot heard round the world‟, I doubt that anyone in 1775 heard it much beyond Lexington, MA.
The pro-slavery election theft (Border Ruffians) in
Kansas on March 30, 1855 lit a fire that was only
recognized for its significance decades later.

To codify ‟who was with and who was against
him‟, Hitler introduced the Nuremberg Laws in
Sept. 1935 (anti-semetic laws, outlining racial purity, etc.). That was followed by the establishment
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When I first described this, I referred to it as
America‟s ‟Date of Infamy‟, contrasting it with FDR‟s
speech on America‟s ‟Day of Infamy‟ (Dec. 7,
1941). In recent years, I have grown less comfortable with that characterization due to the fact April
19th has sometimes represented the culmination of
wars AND has not always represented what would
be considered „infamous‟ (a negative connotation).

eugenics programs in 1935 - though undeniably the
trigger points for WWII - were probably only seen as
isolated issues, at the time.
So, 2015 is likely to „start the next ball rolling‟,
even if that ball is not recognized for a few years.
With that in mind, let‟s briefly discuss a „ball‟ that is
already rolling...

Oil Weapon II - 40 Years Apart

While rereading FDR‟s speech, I realized he
used both terms - „day‟ & „date‟ of infamy - reinforcing the need to rename this to avoid confusion. So,
I reverted to one of my earliest characterizations
and will be referring to it as the „Date of Aggression‟. (I will continue to use both for a little while,
for anyone that might miss this explanation.)

In August 1973, a secret meeting took place
between Saudi King Faisal & Egypt‟s Anwar Sadat to discuss the use of the „oil weapon‟, as Middle
East nations prepared to battle Israel. The weapon
was soon wielded, the West succumbed, and Saudi
Arabia secured their global standing.

Date of Aggression Reviewed

In August 2013, one precise 40-Year Cycle
later, details emerged of a secret meeting between
Prince Bandar of Saudi Arabia (see page 5) and
Vladimir Putin in Russia. It was a „carrot or stick‟
type of encounter in which Bandar offered Russia
financial & global power-sharing in exchange for
Russia abandoning support of Syria‟s Assad.

With that explanation out of the way, let‟s review a couple specifics regarding this cycle:
-- First, I have come to view this cycle similar
to a bull‟s eye on an overall target. The center is
the most focused and precise, but an increasing
number of related events expands as the target
expands.

Putin said „nyet‟ and - coincidentally - oil
peaked that same month: August 2013! (Keep in
mind that Russia‟s entire economy was being kept
afloat by the high price of oil.) Over the ensuing 18
months, Saudi Arabia steadily flooded the market
with oil and then reaffirmed their policy in 2014 sending oil prices reeling… at the same time the
Ukrainian Crisis spurred Western sanctions. The
„oil weapon‟ had again been deployed!

The entire target is the month of April. The
widest circle is the middle half of April - from
~April 7th--April 24th.
The next smaller circle is the week from April
15--22nd. Immediately surrounding the bull‟s eye is
the two-day period of April 19th & 20th.
And, ultimately, the bull‟s eye is April 19th.

Could this be the precursor to a larger conflict… as the „Bear‟ is being backed into a corner?
As in 1973--1979, the full ramifications of the „oil
weapon‟ should play out for several years!

D.o.A. - 100-Year Cycle
This „target‟ has been in force for many centuries. Long before the first shot in the U.S. Revolutionary War - on April 19, 1775 - the colonists
fought what is described as „one of the most disruptive & transformational conflicts of Colonial America‟… beginning on Good Friday, April 15, 1715 triggered by the Pocotaligo Massacre of April 15th.

Date of Infamy/Date of Aggression
For ~15 years, I have written on the unique
sequence of events that have occurred on the precise date of April 19th - the date of the first shots of
the Revolutionary War and of the Civil War… and a
host of other acts of aggression in America‟s history… and in global history.
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(Readers should refer to the entire Date of
Infamy/Date of Aggression description included in
the March 2007: Bring on the Bear Report - e-
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mailed to subscribers this past month - on the Date
of Aggression connection to Good Friday, Passover
and the first month of the Natural Year.)
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„opening act‟ for the ensuing year.
At the same time, I documented recent events
linking Iran to the month of April. Ahmadiniejad‟s
classification of April 9th as „National Nuclear Day‟
reinforced that connection and gave him reason to
escalate this every April. Here is an update:

As already noted, April 1815 - 100 years later
- marked the end of America‟s 2nd notable conflict the War of 1812. (At the same time, Europe was
witnessing the demise of Napoleon in 2Q 1815…
reinforcing that this is a global Date of Aggression.)

April 23, 2007 - EU sanctions against Iran.
April 21, 2008 - Hillary Clinton threatens to
“totally obliterate Iran if it launched a nuclear strike
against Israel”; Iran processes UF6 (uranium) in
new IR-3 centrifuge at Natanz.

Though not American in its origin, one of the
most notorious attacks took place exactly 100 years
later - on April 22, 1915. That was the Second Battle of Ypres - the first full-scale deployment of
chemical weapons, used by the Germans against
Algerian, Canadian & French forces.

April 2009 - Isfahan nuclear fuel plant start-up.
April 2010 - 3rd generation centrifuges unveiled („six times more efficient‟).

Up until that time, chemical warfare was used
sporadically and often with great reluctance. Following that battle, it was used aggressively with
chlorine, mustard & phosgene gases responsible for
the deaths of at least 1.3 million in WWI (100--200k
of which were civilian „collateral damage‟). This
event left no doubt it was a global D.o.A.

April 2012 - Iran nuclear talks resume after 15
-month sabbatical.
April 9, 2013 - Iran announces opening of new
uranium processing site for „National Nuclear Day‟.

After a decade of escalating chemical warfare,
the Geneva Protocol was signed by numerous
countries (some whom, like Italy, violated it less
than a decade later). The U.S. finally ratified it on
April 10, 1975 (40 years ago)… reinforcing the
April link.

April 9, 2013 - 6.3 earthquake in Bushehr
(where their primary nuclear facility is based).

April 2015 ushers in the next phase of this
100 -Year Cycle (as well as the next phase of that
40-Year Cycle) - and could be the onset of an interesting period. (And, speaking of a 100-Year Cycle,
don‟t forget that April 2015 is also 200 years from
the eruption of Mt. Tambora in April 1815… reinforcing that this is a cycle of increasing instability.)

April 2014 - New round of talks between Iran
and P5+1. LA Times reports existence of 30-page
„secret deal‟ between White House & Iran.

April in the Middle East

Apr. 2015 - 2016 remains the year when the
next major Gold advance is expected. But, that is
likely to be just the beginning and should ultimately
pave the way for Middle East cycles in 2018--2021.
Weekly cycles pinpoint late-July & late-Nov. for
critical Gold lows, after which traders should prepare!

April 16, 2013 - 7.7 Saravan earthquake in
Iran („strongest in 40 years‟)… ushers in new phase
of 11.5--12.5 & ~34.5-Year Iran EQ Cycle (should
last into 2016; to be reiterated later).

April 2015 - ??? Iran nuclear talks reaction
(June 30th = sanctions deadline)? Saudi Arabia?
Russia? Syria? Iran? U.S.A.?? IT

In the March 2007: Bring on the Bear Report,
I detailed another connection to the Date of Infamy/
Date of Aggression (April 19th). In short, April
19th or 20th is the culmination of the first month of
the new Natural Year, celestial year and Persian
Year. It represents the crescendo of that „opening
range‟ or opening period of the new year - a type of
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40-Year Cycle: The Oil Weapon - Part II
Anyone following the discussion on the 40-Year Cycle should know that its latest phase - from 2013--2017
(although different groupings within that date range have been cited, depending on the specific aspects of the
outlook being addressed) - has been expected to usher in a dramatic (fundamental) shift in the U.S. Dollar, somewhat related to the shift it underwent in 1973--1977. That shift included the following key events, that would ultimately merge into the new reality (from 1977 to the present):
-- Nixon Shock of August 1971, when Nixon slammed the Gold (convertibility) window shut on the rest of
the world. That laid the groundwork for 1973--1977.
-- Collapse of Bretton Woods in March 1973 (a process triggered in 1971).
-- ‘Oil Weapon’ of 1973. The wielding of this weapon emphatically demonstrated the new ‘power structure’ around the globe… and, to some extent, brought the West to her knees.
-- Petrodollar emergence. Saudi King Faisal - after secret meetings with Nixon administration - agreed to
price Saudi oil ONLY in US Dollars. The rest of OPEC eventually followed suit. As of 1975, all of OPEC was pricing
oil ONLY in US Dollars. 2015 is a 40-Year Cycle from then.
-- Umbrella of protection. In exchange, America agreed to protect Saudi (and eventually, many of
OPEC’s) oil fields from attack. The most feared & obvious aggressor - at that time - was the Soviet Union.
-- Debt buying binge. Saudi Arabia & OPEC also agreed to take oil surplus funds and purchase US debt
instruments. OPEC would then fund America’s spending and inflation, from that point forward.
-- Jamaica Accord in 1976 - removing any final currency links to Gold… the certificate of divorce.

So, what is the common thread in all of these events? Simply put, it is the US Dollar… and what is backing or
supporting it. What is backing it? Simply put, the vacillating whims of an aging absolute monarchy that began a
little over 80 years ago (two 40-Year Cycles). But who is really in control?
The current Saudi King (Salman) is 79, has had at least one stroke, and is alleged to be suffering from dementia. Makes you wonder who is really in control. He ascended to the throne on Jan. 23, 2015, upon the death of
King Abdullah. Of course, Abdullah had been ‘compromised’ for many years. So, who wielded the real power?
One of the most powerful Saudi leaders of the past 30 years has never held the title of ’king’. He is Prince Bandar bin Sultan - the ambassador to the U.S. from 1983--2005 and head of the Saudi intelligence agency from 2005
until April 15, 2014 (there’s that date again)... when he was removed. He was so close to the Sr. Bush that he
was sometimes referred to as Bandar Bush… or a member of the Bush family.

There is a lot more to it than this, but let’s briefly identify a few ’dots’ and see if you can connect them … Bandar - since 2005 - has been an increasingly powerful leader, thought to be the real power-wielder the past 2-3
years, as King Abdullah was rapidly declining in health. He is alleged to have connections to ISIS (part of his goal
to overthrow Assad in Syria) and powerful influence over the Chechen rebels.
In August 2013, reports emerged regarding a secret meeting between Bandar & Vladimir Putin in which Bandar
allegedly gave Putin a choice - take Saudi money and turn your back on Syria & Iran (and join Saudi as the oil
kingpins of the globe)… or deal with new attacks from the Chechen rebels - leading into the Sochi Olympics.
Putin declined Bandar’s offer & lashed out at him on Saudi’s support of terrorism. A few months later, Chechen
bombings began anew. And, it appears, Bandar’s April 2014 removal pushed him to go the other route. Coinciding with Ukraine-related sanctions, Saudi wielded the oil weapon against Russia - allowing prices to plummet and
decimate the Russian (and Iranian & Venezuelan) economy, with the help of America & the West. The battle lines
have now been drawn. But, is there a chance that - just like in 1973--1975 - the oil weapon is deployed but reconciliation soon follows? Could Russia (& BRICS) ultimately benefit?? More of this discussion to come... IT
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2018--2021 Unification Cycles: Right on Track
01-30-2015 - Last month, I reiterated my analysis that 2015 would usher in acceleration and/or fruition with regard
to expected events in Europe & the Middle East. For many years, I have described my bigger-picture outlook - anticipating an inflationary and incendiary time from 2000--2011, followed by a pullback - or drawback - into 2015. And that
is expected to lead to another inflationary & incendiary time into 2018--2021, a time when European Unity and Middle
East Unity (and a possible overlap of the two) is expected to reach fruition.
In rapid-fire succession, January 2015 witnessed multiple events corroborating that analysis… right down to European leaders calling for a European/Arab anti-terror alliance. Wow! That was fast. The following is an excerpt from the
Jan. 24th Weekly Re-Lay that summarizes much of that analysis...

01-24-15 Weekly Re-Lay: A Cord of Three Strands: 40-Year, 70-Year & 100-Year Cycle Update…
“The past week provided three (more) powerful & validating events to the long-term outlook...Middle East
tensions - along with the price of Gold, Silver & most commodities - were projected to peak in 2011 and then enter a multi-year period of contrasting action… before a renewed surge from 2015/2016 into 2018/2019.
All of that was expected to be a precursor to a more significant peak in 2018--2021 - a time frame pinpointed
for Middle East/Arab Unity AND European Unity (with a strong possibility for overlap between the two). That was
forecast to be preceded by a tumultuous period - with a real European/Euro crisis building into 2015 - ushering in
the perceived (it‟s all about perception!) need for unity… and the willingness to make national concessions in order to achieve that unity.
Entering into 2015, acceleration was expected… and was quickly witnessed. The Euro accelerated its decline - on diverse concerns ranging from Greek & ultimately British elections to the recent terrorist attacks in
France. And then, in the period of 3--5 days, the following occurred:
-- Call for unified European/Arab anti-terror alliance. (Hmmmm. Europe/Arab Union??? HMMMMM…)
-- Death of King Abdullah in Saudi Arabia (see analysis on „Syria & Saudi‟s Swan Song in 2016‟)… at a time
when Saudi Arabia has allowed itself to be placed in a precarious position.
-- Resignation of pro-American Yemeni President.
Let‟s connect a few more dots. Cycles project Arab & Europe Unity (individually or together) in 2018--2021.
Published expectations have been that turmoil & upheaval - in Europe and the Middle East around mid-decade would precede (and expedite) those unifications.
Cycles have pinpointed 2015--2016 as the prime period for multiple crises (ushering in „The Golden Year‟ of
2016 - when Gold is expected to embark on its next sustainable advance) - in both realms, even as market cycles
projected a sharp drop in oil prices for the second half of 2014. And serious trouble (overthrow? Political shift??)
is expected for both Syria & Saudi Arabia in 2016 (beginning in 2015).
Here‟s where we do some connecting… Saudi Arabia is allowing oil prices to plummet - re-exerting their
economic might while steadily triggering resentment from nations like Russia & Iran, who are entering a period of
serious economic pain due to plummeting oil prices.
Syria has been identified as „ground zero‟ for ISIS/ISIL and all the terrorist training linked to attacks, beheadings, etc. of recent years. Native citizens of one nation (e.g. France) head to Syria - via Turkey - to receive terrorist training for a few months… and then head back to their homelands (again, via Turkey… another nation with
ominous cycles on the 3--5 year horizon) to perpetrate attacks on their own countries.
That puts Syria in the cross-hairs of a growing number of impacted nations. But, Syria makes up the third
prong of a three-pronged trio of Middle East „agitators‟ (each with its own diverse objectives) - Russia, Iran &
Syria (another similarity to 1973/1974) - all of which are being backed into a corner.
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At the same time, and after recently exerting that they could deal with oil prices as low as $25/bbl due to
the economic War Chest they have built up in recent years, Saudi Arabia is entering another transition in leadership… at the culmination of a precise 40-Year Cycle.
The leader who steered them through both ends of the Persian Gulf War (1990/91 through 2003--2005),
repercussions from 9/11, & the Arab Spring is now gone. And that ushers in the „ideal‟ time for renewed attempts - from antagonists - to disrupt the „House of Saud‟.
And all of this is occurring exactly 40 years from a tumultuous time in Saudi‟s history - in 1975--1982 (and
exactly 70 years from when Ibn Saud forged a powerful alliance with America in 1945) - that began with the
assassination of Crown Prince Faisal.
That 40-Year Cycle - from 1975 - was reinforced when King Fahd suffered a debilitating stroke in 1995,
the 20-year mid-point of that 40-Year Cycle. And, that 20-Year (Half-) Cycle was reinforced when King Fahd
died in 2005, the 10-year mid-point of that 20-Year (Half-) Cycle.
With these profound 40-Year & 70-Year Cycles reaching fruition in 2015, could Saudi Arabia enter another tumultuous, 7-year period… similar to 1975--1982?
The single best - and fastest - way to bring about a recovery in oil prices, since a recovery in global economic activity & demand could take years, is to threaten supply. And, one of the single biggest suppliers is
Saudi Arabia. And, that trio of agitators is known for repeatedly fomenting upheaval across the Middle East.
How long is it before terrorism or a second season of „Arab Spring‟ lands on Saudi‟s doorstep?
...if 2015 & 2016 even come close to fulfilling expectations - the clamoring for „Unity‟ is likely to become
deafening from 2016 on…”
[End of excerpt from 1/24/15 Weekly Re-Lay.] IT

April 2015 - All of this turns focus to 2016 - when Gold should begin a major bull market, Crude Oil should
bottom out and upheaval should envelop Saudi Arabia & Syria. Watch March/April 2016 for initial confirmation.
Information is from sources believed to be reliable, but its accuracy cannot be guaranteed. Due to futures’ volatility, recommendations are subject to change
without notice. Readers using this information are solely responsible for their actions and invest at their own risk. Past performance is no guarantee of future
results. Principles, employees & associates of INSIIDE Track Trading Corporation may have positions in recommended futures or options. No part of this
publication may be reproduced or re-transmitted without the editor’s written consent. All Tech Tips  (underlined and italicized) -- as well as the term Tech
Tips  -- are trademarks of INSIIDE TRACK Trading Corporation and all unauthorized reproduction is strictly prohibited.
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